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AbsOIcL Wc consider the se; of n x n ma,'rtces X = (x~i) fog which ~i~iEi~.,xii ~ ill ~-;3;-n, 
ft~r all t,J c: {I, 2 . . . . .  n~. with x/j ;) 0 fo¢ all J, IE~i, 2, . . . .  q}.  it is sl~,;)wn that such ma- 
~:rk¢~ may bt (Ik ~:ompoted as X -- $+ N. whe~.e S is a &~bly  stochastic matrix 'and N is now 
ne~ttive in all entries. Th~ decomposition tech~ue is ,'(~sUuctive. This implies a result of 
Fttlketmn that t.~ rr~trices X, considerM as lyt,~g in R t~ form a convex polyhedron who~e 
wet'ti~s are the pennuta*,~on .ultllicer.. Finally, a sablet ~ 4[ the inequalities of ( I ) is sh~)wn to 
be "e~[" ,  as as~ltcd by F~keman in I I I without i.roof.. 
This paper gives a new proof of a decomposition theorem which im- 
plies a result o f  Futkerson [ 1 ]. We are c~'- :erned with all n X n ma- 
trices X = (xq) which obey the following Ih~ear inequalities: 
(I) . ij ltl + iS l - "  for a ,  :, s 
(2) xq ~ 0 for all i,/e { I,..., n }. 
It is obvious that all such matrices X form a convex polyhedron P in 
R n~, and further that the addition of any non-negative matrix N = 
(r2#) to X will leave the inequalities ( I ) and (2) inviolate. Thus, P i~ an 
unbounded convex polyhedron. Fulkersc, n shows [ 1 ] 'hat ~'0L:L 
extremal points of this polyhedron are simply the n x re permutation 
matrice~ 
First note that the permutation matrices are in P. for it" we choose 
I/t rows from a permutation matrix, there will be 11t colmans which 
contain 1'.~ on these rows. If we now choose lYl columns, tt~ere mus;t 
be an inter~.ection of cardinality at least tli + 1J l -n with colL'mns 
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mentioned ~bove, and int~'quality (1) follows, 
It is clear from the above that all doubly stochastic matrices lie in 
P, using the well known result that the convex polyhedron of doubly 
sto,zhastic ma~trices i identical to the convex hull of the permutation 
matrices | 2]. We prove the following theorem. 
Theorem I. A ~,ly matrix X in P is representabh, as X = S + N, where S 
i.~ doubly ,~tochasti¢ and N is non-negative in all entries. 
it immediately follows that the only ex~xemal points of P are the 
permutation matrices. 
Lem~.m I. Let X be a matri.r in P with at least onw row sum or column 
sum gre;~ter than 1. Then there exists a row t wilh row sum greater tla~n 
1, and a coh,:~n / with column sum greater that, 1, such that .x'ii > O. 
ProoL Let / be the set of rows of X with row sum equal to ! and J the 
set of columns of X with column sum equal to I. Note that it is given 
that I/! < n c.r IJ] < pL We see that all row sums and column sums of  
X are at ~east I. for if there were a :row whose row ~m wet: less than 
!, ihe choice of that row together with all columns would contradict 
inequaliW ( ! ~. 
If we a~,sume ~hat -:here is no row and column as specified in the 
lemma, then .it must be that all non-7.ero entries of rows n c~l, ~in I fall 
on columns in J, Thus 
f3) ~ ~ xq = Idl-(l+~)(n--[ll), 
where 1 + e is the average row sum for rows not in I. e > O. In the above 
formuJa, iJ[ is the sum of the elements of columns in J fr0,r,~ which we 
have delets,.,d the sum of the elements on rows not in I. Syr~met.rically, 
we have 
{4) ~ ~ xi/= l l ! - - (1 +o) (n - l J t )  , 
where l + o is the average column ~m for c:olumns not in ,f, o > O. 
Summing ~.3) and (4) and dividing by 2, we have 
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where the las[ term.is ne$ative since ill < n or [Jt < '~- This contradicts 
inequality ( I ), and completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem I. Now we may show that if X is in P. then X = S + N, 
where S is doubly stochastic and N is non-negative. We act on X as fol- 
lows. If there is no row sum of X greater than 1, then X is doubly sto- 
chastic. Otherwise X has a row i and column / as specified in Lemma 1. 
Lower the value of x~i until one ,ff three things happens: (a) row sum 
i = 1, (b) column sum / = I, or (c) xti = 0. This gives us a new matrix 
X', where nil was the positive quantity deleted from xii. Continuing 
in this manner we note that in each step we either change an entry of 
X (k) to zero or make.a row sum or column sum equal to one. This pro- 
cess must end with a matrix S which is doubly stochastic. We have also 
defi,~ed a matrix N = ('~l)' namely the matrix consisting of the quan- 
tities which were deleted (nq = 0 if it was not defined in the process). 
it is obvious that X = S + N. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
We note that this proof implicitly contains an algorithm for ef- 
letting the decomposition X = S + N. The idea of the decomposition 
is not new, (see | I ! ), but the effective p,'ocedure given here is an im- 
portant advantage of this form of proof. 
We now turn our attention to the question of which inequalities 
of the set of  inequalities in (1) are. es.~.~ntiai. It is clear that for [I I + 
!J[ < n the inequalities are voidly wtisfied. It is also the case that if 
[1[ = n and IJt > I, the inequality is a co,wex combination of inequal- 
ities where llt = n and [J[ = I. Specifically, i f J  ~ UI ,/2 . . . . .  /k } , we 
take the convex combination of the inequalities pecified by ( I ) wh,.-re 
I l l  = , , .  J, = s = l ,  . . . .  k Symmetrically, we may exclude as ines- 
gential all equalities with ]JI = n, I l i>  I. It was asserted by Fulkerson 
in [ ! I that all other inequalities of ( ! ) are essential. We shall prove this. 
As a special cage, consider the sitv.ation where t/! =' ,  IJI = 1. We 
wish to show that this form of inequality is essential, and it is disposed 
of by considering the matrix consisting entirely cf  n's except for the 
/th column which con~,ains only zeros. It is easily seen that this matrix 
obeys a~l the inequalities of ( I ) w i~ the exception of the case 
I/1 = n. ] = [/~. Therefore inequaliti,~ of this type are ~en to be es- 
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sential. Symmetrically, this is true for the case I l l  = l ,  = "- 
Let us now consider the only remaining ca~, 111 = m, I J l  = k, with 
m + k = n t r>  n and m, k < n. Construct a matrix X as follows 
r - i  
(3) x i i=m(k_ l )  , /= l , . . . ,m.  /= l , . . . , k - l ,  
r - I  
(4) x i t  = re (m-  I) i = I, m.  
All other er: ¢~es of the matrix ace taken to be n. First note, that for 
I=~1,  ~ m} J=~l ,?  k~ we have 
~ k-  I r - .  l ,n r -  I 
,~/  /~1 ~= t i= t m ( k , -  l ) i= l . 
r - I  
( r - - I )  + . . . . . .  
rn - - I  
Not~, that r~-I - m + k-t~--I < m--1, since k < n. Therefot~ 
(r -  I ) / (m-  1 ) < ~. and the sum in (15) is less than r = m + k--n. Thus 
we have an example with 111 = m and ]J[ = k where the inequality does 
not hold. I! develops that all other inequalities do hold and therefore 
this example demonstrates that all inequalities of ( 1 ) for Ill = m, 
]J I = k are essential. (It is. of course obvious that for any choice of m 
rows and k columns an examp[c may be constructed by permuting the 
row~ and columns of this exampk~)~ 
We now show that for all other choi¢=s o f /and  J the inequalities of  
(1) hold. First note l~t  to choose a new column or row would in- 
troduce at [cast n into the sum, since all other entries of  the matrix are 
taken to be n. Therefore we must try to find subsets l "c  ! and J '  c J, 
one ~.f them being a proper subset, such that *.he inequalities of ( I ) do 
not hold. We shall consider emoving a~y one row or column from / 
or J :  
i f  we remove the kth column, the remt.i1~ing sum is r -  1,. ~nd we have 
subtracted (r-  l )Hm- I )< I from the sum. i f  we remc~ve the/th 
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column, I < j < k, we subtract (r -  ! )/(k- 1) from the sum. We assume 
here that k > m (sy~metfically, if k were less than m we could have 
transposed the matrix and m and k before giving the example). Then 
we are subtracting (r- I)/(k- I ) < (r- l)/(m- I) < 1 from the sum, no 
more than the last time, and the mm ig at least r -  I. if we remove from 
i the ith row, i = ! , . . . ,  m, then we subtract from the sum the quantity 
r - I  +r - - !  r - I  
. . . .  = ~ < 1  
m re(m-I)  m- !  
Again we are left wRh the su~n at least r -  I. 
Now consider emoving aay set of rows and columns from / and J. 
We first remove one row or column leaving asum at least r -  I. Now all 
rows and columns we removed earlier brought he sum down by a 
quantity less than 1. Since already deleted rows or columns can only 
decrease the amount subtracted by removing a new row or column, it 
is clear that if we ;emove a total of i rows and columns the remaining 
sum will be at least r-L Thus the inequalities of ( i ) remain true for all 
!' c / ,  J '  c J, one i/:ing a proper subset. This concludes the proof. 
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